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Intro see sheet 3      G.                    BASS ,slide F>>C 
            G, Bb ,C,G, A+C ,G,..C                                          

 
 
[C]Day after day I'm more con [G] fused  [G/][G] 

                                                                                      
[C]-Yet i look for the [D] light through the pourin' [G]rain [G/][G] 
                                

[C]You know that's a game that i hate to [G]lose, [G/][G] 
.                                                       

[Am]..and I’m feelin' the strain,[C],, ain't it a shame,.... 
 
                               Chorus: 
..Oh,[G] give me the beat boys and free my soul 
                                                                                                        

  I[D] wanna' get lost in your rock and roll, and[C] drift away... 
C. C/.C...C. C/.C    ( D.DD.U, D.DD.U ) 
 

[G]Give me the beat boys and free my soul.. 
              

 I [D] wanna' get lost in your rock and roll and [C]drift away..  
 C.C/ .C...C.C/ . Cmaj7. C6.G^. C ...                           
                                                        ^  bass slide down .... ..  F >> C.. 

                                                Verse 
 

[C]Beginin' to think that i'm wastin’[G] time [G/][G] 
                                                                       

[C]I don't under-[D]-stand the things i[G] do [G/][G] 
                                                                         

[C]The world outside looks so un-[G]kind [G/][G] 
                                                                                                                                                                            

[Am]..And I'm countin' on you,  to[C] carry me thru.... 
                            Chorus: 
  

          Oh,[G] give me the beat boys and free my soul.. 
  I[D] wanna' get lost in your rock and roll, and[C] drift away 

C. C/.C...C. C/.C    ( D.DD.U, D.DD.U ) 
CI.  

[G]Give me the beat boys and free my soul 
I [D] wanna' get lost in your rock and roll and[C] drift away ... 
 C.C/ .C...C.C/ . Cmaj7. C6.  (As intro but)   G, Bb ,C,G, A+C ,G,..A  (to Bridge) 
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[Am] And when my mind is free 
                                                              

[C]You know a melody can[G] move me[G/][G][Am] 

             

[Am]And when i'm feelin blue 
                                                                  

The [C]UKE'S are comin' thru to soothe [D] me, [D//].....bass slide  
                                 bass slide only F>>>C   
 

                                              Verse 
                                                                                                   

...[C]Thanks for the joy that you've given[G] me[G/][G] 
                                                                                         

 [C]I want you to[D]  know I believe in your [G]song[G/][G] 
                                                                      

[C] Rhythm and rhyme and harmo-[G]-ny [G/][G][Am] 
                                                                                                   

[Am]You helped me along,[C] in makin’ me strong... stop playing   
 

                                   Extended  ACAPELLA Chorus: 

              1st ,  No playing , voices  + clapping off beat  
 

Oh, give me the *beat boys and free my *soul 
                                                                                                           

I want to get *lost in your rock and *roll, and drift away*    
 
                       +3 claps off beat , then Bass ONLY and voices  + clap 
 

Give me the *beat boys and free my *soul 
                         

I want to get *lost in your rock and *roll and drift away*.... 
 

                   +3claps off beat      2nd     play, and sing  normally 

        Oh,[G] give me the beat boys and free my soul 
                                                                                                        

i[D]wanna' get lost in your rock and roll, and[C]drift awayC/ .C. 
 

[G]Give me the beat boys and free my soul 
                        

I [D] wanna' get lost in your rock and roll and[C] drift away ... 
                             
   C.C/ .C...C.C/ . Cmaj7. C6> (intro riff ) G, Bb ,C,G, A+C ,G ..    END 

                                                                  SLOW 
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A chance to exercise the 'forbidden,twighlight'  
                          zone on your Uke 
          INTRO  = G normal , but pluck  C (3rd

)  and A (1
st

 )  strings only , then  use the same 

finger shape,  up the neck  to 5th
 fret, ( first spot ) then up to  7th fret (second spot),  then 

back down to normal G, Then Am+ C (use all strings, Down  SLOW  stroke once, then in the 
same chord shape, pick string 2 then 1,   Then G. Then  song start in  C 
 
  

.. 

 

       G               Bb                C                  G           A+C  (alt A7)        G  ...>>>C       
         slowish Down roll strum 
        then pick string 2 then 1 
 

                       

        Am+C ( Am7 alt ) 


